The City of Winston-Salem is considering the possibility of implementing an “urban circulator” that would connect the downtown area with surrounding neighborhoods and the larger Triad region. Below are some quick facts about what the circulator could look like and how it would provide service.

**What It Could Look Like**

- Rubber-tire bus or rail vehicles
- An old-fashioned trolley or streetcar
- A more modern-looking, slick vehicle
- Color scheme would be compatible with WSTA or other destination characteristics
- Air-conditioned
- Wheelchair-accessible

**How It Would Work**

- Would travel on same streets as automobiles, sharing travel lanes
- Route would be relatively short, with a high frequency of service
- Would obey same traffic signals and speed limits as automobiles
- Circulator stops would be located approximately every 2-3 blocks at high demand destinations and/or businesses
- Would also have stops at locations that would spur economic development
- Could potentially utilize historic Union Station in east Winston